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　 　 　 　 　 　 　 1，1NTRODUCTION

　 MMG 　 modei 　 is　 well 　 known 　 as 　 a　ma 血ematical 　 medel 　 fbr
ship 　manoeuvrability ．　Although　it　is　originally 　designatcd　f｛）r
single −propeUer　 single −rudder 　 ships ，　 some 　 researchers 　have
atternptod 　and 　succe 巳ded　to　expand 　it　fbr　other 　types　of 　ships ．
However ，　it　is　 stm 　 very 　hard　to　estimate　th¢ hydrodynamic

coefficients ，　 especially 　interaction　 co ¢ fficients，　 without

conducting 　 model 　 experiments ．　 Furthermore，　 conventional

empirical 　 fbnnulae　to　estimate 　thern　such　as　Kijima’s
regression 　 model 　 are 　 no ヒ　 proper量y　 suitable 　 fbr
non −convontional 　ships ，　because　of 且ack 　of 　suffTicient 　mother

data．

　 In　this　 ros¢ arch 　 the　 manoeuvring 　characteristics　 of 　 a

twin−propeller　twin−rudder 　shlp 　were 　firstly　reviewed 　in　details，
Moreover ，　as　no 　experimental 　data　concerning 　the　subject 　ship

were 　 available ，　 a　method 　fbr　 estima しing　thc　 coe 箇 cients 　is

prepesed　in　 order 　to　identify　thc　mathematieal 　model 　of 　the

suりject　 ship 　 rcfしrring 　 to　 the　 manoeuvring 　 study 　 of 　 other

multi ・propeiler　multi ・rudd ¢ r　model 　ships 　developed　earlier 　by
other 　researchers ．

　 Finally
，
　 the　 predicted　 manoeuvring 　 perfbrmance　 of 　 the

subject 　ship 　is　discussod．

　 2．TWIN −PROPELLER 　TWIN −RUDDER 　SHIP

　　　　　 MATHEMA 皿 CAL 　MOD 肌

　Three　dcgrces　of 　freedom　model 　 consisting 　 of 　surge 　sway

and 　yaw 　motion 　is　considered ．　The 　coordinate 　system 　fbr　the

twin 　propcller　twin 　rudder 　ship 　is　shown 　in　Flg．　L

Fig．1Coordinほte　system
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　The　equat 正ons 　of 　surge ，　 sway 　and 　yaw 　motion 　considering

the　origin 　ofcoordinate 　system 　at　the　ship 　center 　of 　gravity　can

be　basically　written 　as　follows　in　equation （1）：
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　On 　the　right 　hand　s孟de　the　subscripts 　H ，　P 　and 　R 　stand 　fbr
fbrco　and 　moment 　 due　to　hu藍i，　 propeller　 and 　rudder

respectively 、

　 Different　 researchos 　 were 　 done　 and 　dif琵rent 　 models 　 were

proposed　fbr　twin −propeller　twin −rudder 　ships 　among 　whlch

the　fb且lowing　ones 　were 　amalyzed ：
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　The　 subscripts 　H ，　P ，　 R，　Np　p　 and 　s　 stand 　fbr （f（）rce 　or

moment 　due　to）hull，　propeller，　 nldder ，　port　 and 　 starboard

respectively 　throughout 　in　this　paper．
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 Ihe  terms  A lip, and  AN), correspond  respectively  to the

resultant  sway  force and  the added  yaw  moment  due to the

interaction forces between both propellers.
 2. 2 Yoshimura's mode12:

 XA "XO  +  r]6fi17? +  X]e,/3r +  X., r2

    + X}7AB. fi3r +  Xhew  fi4

 }ILi ==  }ai )B + Y. r  +  }Z,,, ,B3 +  bu. Z32r +  }},,. ,C3r2

 IVIv =  Nh fi +  N. r  +  IV]6,v, fi3 +  N]6fi. 62r

    +  IVbrr 6r2 +  N,,,r3

                            (5)

  Xi} =  (1 '  t) (71s) '  71p))

  AJ)=(i-t)ll's-(7I,,-z,,) 
(6)

.XR =  -{1-tR  -(1 
-t)Cdi

 }
(Iil,(,) sin q,) +  E,(.} sin4.)  )
} i = -((1 +  aH  )(F]v(,) cos  (Sl.) +  4v(m cos  (Sl,) )]

N}e =  -((xR  +  aH  xH  )(PIJ(,) cos  cSl,) +  Ev(,) cos  (51,)  )]

- li {1 -  t. -  (1 -t)C,,  } (iFl,(,) sin (Sl,) -  E,(,) sin  (Sl,) )
                            (7)
 The term  C, fi corresponds  to the moment  caused  by the
difference ofthe  longitudinal component  ofrudder  force,

 2. 3 Lee's mede13'4:

 In this mDdel,  the erigin  of  coordinate  systcm  is set  at the

center  of  gravity. The ship  equation  of  motion  is therefore

written  as  fo1]ows

(m +  m.  )u'- (m +  m,)vr  -  mxGr2  =  XH  +  Ip  +  KR
  '(m

 +  rny )v!l- (mxG - i7")r !+- (m +  m.  )ur =

                     za +B+4

(I., +  .Jh  )rk- (nzx. 
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 IVv)v!+- mx,ur  =

                    IY.+N,+N},

                            (8)

 Ilie hydrodynamic forces and  moment  acting  on  hull,

propeller and  rudder  are  written  as  in Eqs. (9)-(11)
respectively,

XH  =4  V2  +  X.... V4 +  X., Vr  +  X,, r2

}lf =  }Z v+  IT r +  }C,,v3 +  }:,, v2r  +  IZ. vr2  +  };., r3
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      rrr

                            (9)
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 In this study,  Lee's model  was  chosen  as  the basic model  for
the subject ship, The reason  is that all coefTicients concerning

the model  were  available  as well as a proposed  regression

equation  for calculating  propelter wake  during maneeuvring.

 (i 
-
 
wp{;})

 
=

 (i 
-
 
wpo)

 +T{sp} ((vp 
'+

 g{sp}vp 
'lvp

 
'I2)

 + cp,{;}v 
'+

 cp,{$}r 
']

                           (12)
Where

     Vp  
'=-Sin

 fi +  xp  
'r'

     Xp  
'=

 it (13)

      ,r
     r=

        (l)
 q  L, xp, and  mpo correspond  respeetively  to ship  speed.  ship

length, location of  propeller in x  axis  direction and  propeller
wake  in ahead motion.

 3. PREDICTION  METHOD  OF  SUBJECT  SHIP
    HYDRODYNAMICCOEFFICIENTS

 The  subjeet  ship  is a  twin-prepeller twin-rudder car  ferry

whose  principle particulars are  49.0 m  lcngth, 14.0 m  width

and  2.65 m  draught with  a  hard chin  and  a  transom  stern.  It

is noted  that thcre is neither  experiment  nor  rcsearch  for the

subjeet  ship or  similar ships  done or  published before.

 3. 1 Hu]] forces

 The subject  ship  rnathematical  model  was  based originally

on  Lee's model.  The hul1 forces were  estimated  using  Kang  et

al (2007)5 regressien  method.  The equations  expressing  these

hull forees for surge,  sway  and  yaw  motion  are  written  in the

fo11ewingequations:

Xh =  (ax2 ･ sin2(fi) +  ax4  ･ sin2  (2fi)) - cos(fi)

+bx1･sin(fi)･r'+bx2･sin(2fi)-r'･sign(cos(6))

                           (14)

   }X =  (ayl +  cyl  ･ r'2)  ･ sin(6)  +  ay3  ･ sin(36)

   +ay5･sin(5fi)+(dy1･r'+ey1･r'3)･cos(fi)
                           (15)

 N;, =  (an2 +  cn2  ･ rf2)  ･ sin(2fi)  +  an4  ･ sin(46)

 +dnO  - r' +  enO  ･r'3 +  dn2 ･ r' ･ cos(2fi)
                           (16)
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  3. 2 Added  mass

  The added  mass  and  moment  of  inertia were  estimated  by

Motora  et al (1959-1960)6 diagrams. The moment  of  inertia

1im was  estimated  as  is written  in Eqs. (17) and  (18).

           Kzz =-O-2536.L  (17)

               Irz=M･Kzz2  (18)

  Where  K2z corresponds  to the radius  of  gyratien.

  3. 3 Ship resistance  performance
  The subject  ship  resistance  perfbrmance was  estimated  as

fo11ows Eq. (19).

   R. .  O.5pU2S{(1 +  k)C., +  C.  +  C., +  AC,

                                           (19)
  Where  U: ship  velocity,  S: wetted  surface  area,  k] form

factor, CXv: frietional coefficient,  Cv: wave  making  resistanee,

CbR: shaft  brackets effbct  coefficient,  ACFr: skin  roughness

ceefficient.

  Both coefficients  values  k and  AClp were  estimated

respectively  as  O,15 and  O.O05 (Toda, 2008)7. Ihe frictional

ceefficient Cfo was  calculated  according  to the II'I]C chart

(Lewis 1988)S as  shown  in Eq, (20).

q,
O.075

           (log,, Rn -  2)2

Where  Rn: Reynolds number.

(20)

  The wave  making  resistance  Cw  and  the shaft  brackets effect

coeffieient  CIBR werc  determined from the experimcntal  data of

similar  ship  hull typc and  then they were  tuned  to fit the

subj  ect  ship  prineipal particulars dimensions.

   3. 4 Propellers and  rudders  coeMcients

  The coefficients  of  thrust deduction fraction iji and  wakc

fraction wpo  were  not  available  and  then needed  to be

estimated  as  written  in Table 1 (Tod4 2008)7.
  The coefficients  of  propelter thrust in open  water  were  also

net  available  and  were  estimated  by selecting  a  Wageningcn  
-

B  series  propeller CKuiper 1992)9 whose  principal

characteristics  (number of  blades, pitch ratio  and  expanded

area  ratio)  were  similar  to the propeller fitted on  the subject

ship,  for the operating  range  of  propeEler at cruising  and

maneuvering  speed.

Table.I Propeller coefficients

                aH  =  O.35
                                           (21)
                xH  =-O.4*L

  The rudder  normal  force is expressed  as shewn  in Eq. (22).

    E,={iAi,U.2-fl,･sina,, (22)

  Where AR  : ruddcr  area,  [lk: [nflow velocity  to the rudcler,

and  ctR: effective  inflow angle  to the rudder.

        4. SIMULATION  (FIRST TRIAL)
  After determining all the hydrodynamic coefficients,

simulation  of  fu11 scale  turning tests was  carried  out  and  somc

results  are  shown  in Figs. 2 and  3.
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Fig. 2 ,Simulation ofstarboard  turning

(Stbd, rudder:  Sdeg, Pert rudder:  5deg)

]
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  The rudder  drag coefficient  was  estimated  as  tR=  O.3 anct

the coefficients  of  interaction force between rudder  and  ship

hulE were  calculated  bascd  on  a  rnethod  proposed  by Lee et al

(1988,2003)3,4 as follows

e-

s

  Q 4

.41
 

YelL

   Fig. 3 .Simutation ofstarboard  turning

  (Stbd, rudder:  l5deg, Port rudder:  15deg)

'r'I  'T''

      8 12

  A  first set  of  simulation  was  done based on  Kang's

regression  model  (Kang et al (2007))S for estimating  the

hydrodynamtc forces acting  on  the hull. The  estimated

hydrodynamic hull forces showed  quite reasonable  and

acceptable  results  for large turning  angle  as  it is shown  in Fig.

2. However, the more  the rudder  angre  is increased, the more
the results  seem  te be net  appropriate  and  cornpletely

irrelevant for 15 degrees turning as  shown  in Fig. 3.

  A  second  set  of  simulation  was  donc  based  on  Kijima7s

regression  model  (Kijima et  al (2003)'O) for hull
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hydrodynamic forces. It can  be said  that it is inappropriate for

the subject  ship.  because the subject  ship  is far from its

regressedregion.

5. SIMULATION  (WITH  MODIFIED  HULL
COEFFICIENTS)
  The  first two  mathematical  medels  were  not  sufficient

cnough  to identify accurately  the subjeet ship inaneeuvring

characteristies.  Then  employing  hull-related coefiieients  from                   '
Lee's (1988,2003)3'` twin-propeller twin-rudder wide-beam

shallew-draft  heavy  cargo  carrier,  as  well  as  employing  the

values  deseribed in Section 3 for other  prepeller- and

rudder-related  coecacients  and  the intcraction coedicients  (it is

called  
"Lee's

 hull model"  in Fig. 4), same  simu]ation  was

carried  out,  The results  are  quite satisfactory  comparing  to

the first simulation  sets  as  shown  in the Fig. 4.

     
81
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Fig. 4 Simulation of 15 deg starboard turning

  Finally, as  the subjeet  ship  mathematical  medel  was  roughly

identified, simulations  of  fuIl scale  maneuvering  tests were

carried out, assuming  constant  torque operation of both
engines.  The simuration  results  for small  turning angle  are

shown  in Fig. 5.
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               7. CONCLUSIONS

  It can  be said  as  a  conclusion  of  this study  that Kijima's

regression  modet  is not  enough  accurate  to estimate  hull

hydrodynarnic coefficients  for the subject  ship.  Kang's

regression  model  is comparatively  better, while  Lee's

coeMcients  give the  best results  for different maneuvering

simulations.

  These results  are  duc te the mother  ship  data base which

consists  of  mainly  slender  body ships  for the first model  and

blunt body ships  for the seconcl.  Lee's subjeet  ship  was  a  wide-

beam  ship  type that is the closest  to the subject  ship.

  An  approximate  mathematical  model  for the unknown

subject  ship  was  totally estimated  without  conducting  any

model  cxperiments.

  Some  typical phenomena  specific  for the twin-propeller

twin-rudder  ship  such  as  the thrust surge  during turning

manoeuvre  as  shown  in Fig, 4 were  identified.

  However, it is still necessary  to investigate funher on  either

twin-propeller twin-rudder  ship  or  wide-beam  shallow-draft

ship  for its hydrodynamic coefficients  and  on  interaction

forces and  moment  oftwin-propeller  twin-rudder  shtp.
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